
ED & Faculty Resilience on the Long Winding 

Road of Curriculum Projects   
The prompts in this document were developed for a workshop session offered at the 2019 

EDC Conference facilitated by Veronica Brown, Carolyn Hoessler, and Jessie Richards. 

This document was co-created with anonymous input during the session and has not been 

edited. The opinions expressed are those of the writers, and are shared to provide insight 

on their experiences as curriculum developers. 

 

1. What challenges your resilience when doing curriculum work? 
* indicates agreement with a statement. 

● Department leaders who are new to the process, want to try things their own way, and then end up  
following my guidance only months later *(this one also!) 

● Being treated like support staff rather than an expert in curriculum******* 
● The assumption that faculty have been magically imbued with curriculum design powers in addition 

to their discipline expertise* 
● People start with good intentions, but time constraints along the project prevent them from 

completing the project. 
● Lack of expertise to support curriculum decolonization efforts** 
● Faculty that do not respect our timelines* 
● Expectation to never say no (this one!) This is a big one **** [long term projects so accumulate] 
○ Yes, I struggle with having clear expectations 
● Resistance because it is seen as just a quality assurance process** 
● Managing “politics” that occur within departmental relationships***** 
● The centration on topics/subjects to be «taught» rather than the why and the how of student 

learning for now and the future** 
● Lack of buy in from faculty** 
● Idea that CD’’s represent the administration, lay down the law 
● Competing expectations of QA from the institution vs good teaching and learning practices**YES! 

(i.e., what the institution wants to see (which is sometimes at odds with best practices)) - related to 
this, the differences in iterative curriculum renewal, quality assurance at the institutional level, and 
accreditation beyond the institution (the purpose driving the curriculum project - and the conflation 
of purposes) 

● Faculty engaged in the process, having time to contribute to the process** 
○ Time to think about bigger picture of the curriculum that is difficult/need time for that 
● Consistent processes not followed by all 
● Lack of clear and effective communication* 
● Not meeting timelines*  
● Faculty resistance* 
● Balancing demands and expectations from admin vs. department/program 
● Faculty/department attachment to existing curriculum structures  
● Different timeline expectations* 
● When no one listens! 
● Implementing the changes 
● Staffing changes ** 
● Balancing multiple roles as a ED and scope of work 



● Differing expectations for meeting timelines and productivity** 
● Feeling like client does not respect our expertise* 
● Lots of starts and stops; hard to change momentum** 
● Client not reading information provided! 
● Lack of resources and funding/time to engage in CD work* 
● The pull from many stakeholders including accreditation requirements, the local regulatory body, 

the administration and the faculty and the students and the alumni (coming from a professional 
school). When these are in disagreement, it can be at best challenging to the resilience. 

● Building trust with faculty 

 

 

 

  



2. Naming the Roots 

What do you need to know about them, about (ED) self, about the 

process, and about building rapport/relationships? 

Adapted from Beaudoin, J. P. (2017). Chapter 4: The 5 Moments of 

Building Rapport During the Individual Consultation Process. ED Guide No. 2: 

Rapport-Building for Educational Developers. www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-

groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/  

 

 

Knowledge of others How does my knowledge of others influences these 
challenges? 

What am I assuming about them? What don’t I know about 
them? 

● E.g., Department leaders who are new to the process, want to 
try things their own way, and then end up following my guidance only 
months later -> What don’t I know about their experiences when they 
first encounter the process? What do they see? What do they believe 
about the option I am offering? 

● Managing “politics” that occur within departmental 
relationships***** -- knowing the background and challenges, 
history of the group  

● People start with good intentions, but time constraints along the 
project prevent them from completing the project. 

● Lack of buy in from faculty 
● Faculty resistance* 
● Feeling like client does not respect our expertise 
● Lots of starts and stops; hard to change momentum 
● The assumption that faculty have been magically imbued with 

curriculum design powers in addition to their discipline expertise* 
● Building trust with faculty 

Knowledge of self How does my knowledge of self influences these challenges? 
What am I doubting? What do I know about myself? 
● Being treated like support staff rather than an expert in 

curriculum******* -> what do I see as my role and outside my 
role? 

● How do I communicate that I have expertise in curriculum? (be 
transparent - portfolio?) 

● Balancing multiple roles as a ED and scope of work 
● Lack of expertise to support curriculum decolonization efforts* -- 

self-doubt and uncertainty when working in an intellectually and 
emotionally challenging area 

● Expectation to never say no (this one!) -> how much of this is on 
our end versus expectations of others? 

Knowledge of 
process 

How does my knowledge of process influences these 
challenges? 

What do I need to learn more about this process in this 
institution or in this discipline? What does this mean about the 
project process? 

https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/
https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/


● Differing expectations for meeting timelines and productivity 
● Sometimes there are internal processes that are unfamiliar to 

folks even within the unit 
● Lack of clear and effective communication* 
● Balancing demands and expectations from admin vs. 

department/program 
● Different disciplines; different accreditation requirements; 

different needs, requirements, expectations 
● Collaboration does not mean the same to everyone 
● Shifting policy - QA and accreditation continues to change. 
● As a faculty member, sometimes feel like a lot of assumptions 

are made about the work I do and how my work “fits” into the QA 
process 

● Inherited curriculum that has been used for years that is now in 
question- where to even begin? Perhaps a visual that shows 
where expectations are in terms of student learning outcomes 
and how they are laddering or not. A big picture view can help. 

Knowledge of 
relational tools 

How does my knowledge of relational tools influences these 
challenges? 

What about relationship building in groups do I want to learn 
more about? What about relationship transitioning? 

● Managing “politics” that occur within departmental 
relationships***** -> how to facilitate in a disagreeable context 

● Being treated like support staff rather than an expert in 
curriculum******* -> how to foster respect from people in the 
department 

● Expectation to never say no -> we don't want to burn bridges or 
decline opportunities for development but are balancing this with 
our own time constraints and needs 

● The centration on topics/subjects to be «taught» rather than the 
why and the how of student learning for now and the future -> 
curriculum mapping, common vision of student exit profil, 
understanding where students come from and where they are 
heading 

● Building trust with faculty 

 

 

  



3. Strategies and Resources 

 

● Self 

○ Stress-coping mechanisms & beliefs (Iwasaki & Mannell, 2000; Coleman & 

Iso-Ahola, 1993) 

■ e.g., Have a support network - who could you talk through challenges 

with? Knowing your support system is there can be just as important 

as accessing that support network.  

■ Curriculum change is stressful = change in area that they are 

passionate about 

● Good for us to remember that part of helping faculty through 

change (and supporting their resilience) is trying to keep their 

experience in mind - we don’t have the same emotional 

connection to a given program as the faculty do.* 

○ Time Management  

○ Take time to appreciate even small progress/steps forward 

○ Develop se 

○ Acceptance/acknowledgement - Accept other’s work ethics and commitments 

may not be the same as ours…. 

○ Take time to reflect on your work and experiences with colleagues - look for 

shared experiences 

○ Set a schedule for ourselves and share it- e.g. I am offline by 6:30 pm but 

available from 6 a.m. and consider that this is likely a living document 

○ Exercise 

○ Develop a professional development plan  

○ Learn to accept our limitations as an ED - we can’t force change 

○ Feel OK about asking for help 

○ Remember to take time for ourselves - self care - take time for walks, lunch, 

etc.  

○ Self-determination 

○ Be an active listener 

○ Stop seeing faculty as the Enemy* 

■ And don’t give in to gossip about tough departments - many times we 

hear warnings and then the retreats are overwhelmingly positive 

○ From plenary: who can reach down deep & pull you back up. 

■ Who can reach out to and think through how will facilitate a session 

etc. 



○ Institutional community that understands your context and nuances are also 

helpful to reach out to. 

■ Writing group for curriculum people working on their narratives. 

■ STLHE & EDC for curriculum developers 

● EDC Curriculum Mapping Action Group - Cary DiPietro is the 

lead * 

 

● Other 

○ Supporting Faculty through change processes 

■ Change management literature such as Conditions for Successful 

Implementation (Knoster, Villa & Thousand, 2000) 

○ Boundary setting, stress-coping mechanism 

○ Over-prepare for challenging conversations e.g., “Lemons to Lemonade: 

Resolving problems in meetings, workshops, and PLCs” 

○ Meeting facilitation skills resources 

■ Rapport Building with Groups (Ellis & Brown, 2017; Chapter 5 in ED Guide No. 2. 

Rapport-Building for Educational Developers https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-

groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/ ) 

 

● Process 

○ Succession Planning * 

■ Including change in faculty leadership 

○ Be willing to adapt own processes and recognize areas where improvements 

can be made 

○ Clarify with curriculum team - what are we willing to do? What are we not 

willing to do? Makes it easier to say no. 

■ If unsure, don’t need to answer right away! We have a check-in before 

answering a request to decide: is this in our scope? Who will do it?  

○ EDC Curriculum Mapping Action Group - Cary DiPietro (OCAD) is the lead 

(where can we find more info on this) 

■ This hasn’t been updated yet, but the info will be here: 

https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-groups/educational-developers-

caucus/edc-special-projects-action-groups/ (In the meantime, you can 

connect with Cary directly) 

○ Curriculum mapping, learning outcomes literature 

○ Schedule set by departments 

https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/
https://www.stlhe.ca/affiliated-groups/educational-developers-caucus/guides/
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○ Overview timeline for the process keeping department meetings & summers 

etc. in mind. Acknowledge downtimes 

○ Be flexible (two steps forward, sometimes more than two back)** 

○ Collaborate with other service areas involved in CD projects (i.e. IT, 

elearning) 

○ Multiple EDs working on projects together (distributed portfolios)* 

○ Recognition of when to ask questions and when to share expertise 

○ Share quality expectations 

○ Transparency in process 

○ Intentional debriefing with team and colleagues 

○ Shared vision & individual vision: Asking what is your vision for department? 

What do you want your graduates to remember 20 years from now? What 

does it mean that it is in this institution? What does it mean in discipline? 

(Veronica Brown has a reflection sheet, individually write -> so can later refer 

to) 

 

● Relational 

○ Rapport Building with Groups (Ellis & Brown, 2017 (Chapter 5 in EDC Guide 

No. 2) 

○ EDC Curriculum Mapping Action Group - Cary DiPietro is the lead 

○ Incorporate time for informal conversations (don’t let everything always be 

formal in our engagements)* 

○ Give the faculty the benefit of the doubt; ask questions; reassure them that we are 

not questioning their expertise without giving up your own voice;  

○ Converse with leadership, but also with others - particularly when fractioned - 

everyone wants to be heard!!* 

  



Veronica’s Visioning Sheet 

Here are the questions I use on the Visioning sheet. I often ask participants to take five minutes to 

complete it after the welcoming remarks at the curriculum event. Another reason I like this visioning 

activity is that it helps transition from the very intense, busy life of a faculty member to focusing on a 

specific program. I have also used it as a pre-retreat questionnaire.  

One piece of feedback I received was related to asking participants why a student might want to 

study their discipline. I was working with an interdisciplinary program and the wording just didn’t 

work in that context. Now, I try customize it as program or discipline, depending on the group or 

program. 

(Please email me (veronica.brown@uwaterloo.ca) if you have any issues accessing this link) 

One page version: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1tgPdPQQqJJbmd8Rg_FcbZpoGj5OrzcRD). 

Double sided version (visioning questions and ideal graduate brainstorm table on the back):  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1uDuN4_Ql3s5NGYCW6dmLySj0xHsHg2Ep  
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